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Preliminary notes on the Cia-Cia language 
(South Buton) 

1. lntroduction1 

In spite of its relative smallness, the southern part of the island of Buton is 
linguistically the most complex area of the, entire province of Southeast 
Sulawesi. Although a detailed linguistic survey still remains to be carried out, 
on the basis of earlier (but rather superficial) work, it is clear that at least six 
languages are spoken here, and possibly more. The earlier work referred to 
here is primarily Anceaux (1978), J;3hurhanuddin (1979), Kaseng et al. (1987) 
and Van den Berg (forthcoming a). The languages commonly recognized are 
Wolio, Cia-Cia, Pancana, Kamaru, Lasalimu, and Busoa. Notice that I exclude 
Muna dialects found in this area, and other languages _on neighbouring islands. 
According to Bhurhanuddin (1979:51) Cia-Cia numbers approximately 60,000 
speakers. 

It is the purpose of this paper to contribute a little to our knowledge of Cia
Cia, spoken in the southernmost part of Butort (roughly speaking, south of the 
line Baubau-Pasarwajo). I will give some notes on the phonology and parts of 
its morphology, as well as an interlinearized text with translation. Apart from 
word lists contained in some of the sources mentioned above, the only 
information concerning this language is found in an unpublished government 
report, Struktur Bahasa Cia-Cia by Mustafa Abdullah et al. (1984). Hardly 
anything �s known about the dialect situation in the Cia-Cia area, but Mustafa 
Abdullah et al. report the existence of nine different dialects, whereas 
Bhurhanuddin gives 100-word lists for six dialects. Since Cia-Cia is closely 
related to Muna, reference will sometimes be made to similarities and 
differences as compared with Muna, described in detail in A Gra,nmr:zr of the 

Muna Language (Van den Berg 1989). 

1 Research for this article was carried out under the auspices of the co-operative agreement 
between UNHAS and SIL. I wish to thank La Jusu and especially Murtaba Muru for their help 
and co-operation. Thanks are also due to my wife and to Timothy Friberg for helpful commeI¥5 
and corrections. 
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Data for this paper were· obtained in May 1990 and in January 1991 from 

two Cia-Cia speakers studying in Ujung Pandang. La Jusu (21) is a native of 
Kaindea, desa Lapandewa in kecamatan Sampolawa. Murtaba Mum (21) is 
from desa Gonda in kecamatan Pasarwajo. Since their speeches represent two 
dialect areas, I will refer to them as A and B, respectively. Most of the 
differences are lexical, although some phonological and grammatical points of 
divergence were also noted. I have no information on the other Cia-Cia 
dialects. 

The analysis which is presented here must be considered preliminary. The 
actual time spent gathering data (between ten and fifteen hours), the 
impossibility of checking with other native speakers, and the dialectal 
differences between A and B are all potential inroads for mistakes. However, I 
believe that what is presented below is fairly reliable and can serve to disclose 
somewhat this linguistically hopelessly understudied island and provide some 
incentive for other researchers. 

2. Phonology

2.1. Phoneme inventory 

The segmental phonemes of Cia-Cia are as follows: 

Consonants (vi = voiceless; vd = voiced) Vowels 
plosive vl p t (c) k (1) i u 
plosive vd b d j g s :) 

implosive 6 cf a 

nasal m n 0 
prenasalized vi mp nt nc ok 
prenasalized vd mb nd gg 

fricative s h 
lateral 1 

trill r 

semivowel w (y) 

The symbols have their expected phonetic value. In the remainder of this article 
I will use the following orthographic conventions: 

nJ <'> 

/6/ <bh> 
/cf/ <dh> 

lo/ <ng> 

/E/ <e> 

/::,/ <o> 

2.1.1. Notes on consonants 

1. /t/ is realized as a palatal affricate [c] before high vowels /i,u/. Examples:
potu [pocu] 'head', titi [cici] 'breast'. In accordance with native speaker
preference, the allophone [c] will orthographically be represented by <c>.

2. In addition /c/ occurs in a number of recent loans from Indonesian: coba

'try', cere 'kettle', paracaya 'believe'. The sound is phonetically identical to the
allophone described above. /c/ and also /y/ are treated as loan phonemes. /j/ is
probably also originally a loan phoneme, but of older origin: bhaju 'shirt',
ajara 'horse',jangku 'beard', andjamani 'era'.

3. The status of the glottal stop is probably non-phonemic. For more discussion
see section 2.2 below.

4. /bh/ and /dh/, the voiced implosive stops, occur with much greater frequency
than the plain voiced stops /b/ and /d/. As in the neighbouring language of
Wolio, PAN *b and *d/D have usually become implosive stops in Cia-Cia,
whereas /b/ and /d/ occur mostly in known.or suspected loanwords. However,
before the vowel /u/, /bh/ does not occur, a situation which is paralleled in
Muna. Some examples of contrast:

bhangka 
kolabha 

!boat'
'tell a lie'

bangka 
laba 

'swollen' ( < bengkak) 
'reason' 

dhosa 'debt' dosa 'sin' 

/d/ in Cia-Cia is dento-alveolar (not as clearly dental as dh is in Muna), whereas 
the implosive has post-alveolar articulation. 

Other loanwords illustrating /b/ and /d/ are: bada 'body'(< badan); belo 

'tum aside' (< belok); uba 'medicine'(< obat); doi 'money'(< duit); doa 

'magic formula' ( < doa) and donia 'world' ( < dunia ). 

5. Prenasalized consonants are analysed as unit phonemes since there are no
unambiguous consonant clusters and no word-fmal or syllable-final consonants.
/nc/, a phoneme which is lacking in Standard Muna, is probably the
prenasalized counterpart of /s/, as in southern Muna dialects and Pamona (=
Bare'e, Central Sulawesi) but I have no clear examples of a morphophonemic
alternation. Examples of medial /nc/ are gonco 'throat', anca 'fish gills'. and
kancili 'little finger'. Notice that before high vowels [nc] is ambiguously a
realization of the phoneme /nc/ or an allophone of /nt/ ( on the analogy of /ti

being realized as [c] before high vowels). I have chosen the former solution. All
prenasalized consonants are found medially and initially, with the exception of
/nc/, which was only recorded medially. Examples of prenasalized consonants
in initial position:
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